Three phases leading to the automation of the mechanical building systems on the Harvard campus are described. The systems allow a single operator to monitor and control all the mechanical systems, plus fire, flood, and security alarms, for all buildings in a large area of the campus. (JT)
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Motivation for Centralized Control

Like most universities and colleges, Harvard University has been faced with accepting its share of projected growth in enrollment. On the national level, growth is expected to go from two and one half million students in 1950 to a projected enrollment of nearly 7 million by 1970. To meet the growth challenge, the university undertook an eighty million dollar building program.

With such a program in mind, the buildings and grounds department reappraised their operational and maintenance methods and costs and, as a result, set up a test area in their North Yard.

(Refer to Fig. 1 - map of Harvard University and Radcliffe College - following page.)

Phase I - North Yard - The Problem

The North Yard of Harvard consists of a complex of sixty-six buildings, the structures ranging from large auditoriums, a theater, gymnasiums, law school buildings and libraries, biology buildings, theological buildings, chemistry and engineering laboratories, dormitories, museums, and atomic energy research complexes. Some buildings are quite new, some have been in service for more than one hundred years.

Fifteen men were operating the mechanical systems within these buildings; nine on the day shift, three each on the late afternoon and 11 P. M. to 7 A. M. shifts.
These men regularly made at least two trips per shift through these buildings, their function being to start and stop odd-hour equipment that could not be operated by time clocks, to check temperatures and pressures and to know generally that all was well with the mechanical plant. The day shift covered oiling, changing filters and minor maintenance as well. Major maintenance was handled by a separate service group.

The University in late 1959 decided to consider automation as a means of using existing operating personnel to better advantage rather than hiring more men to meet the building expansion requirements.

Automation for the North Yard area required a system capable of activating up to five hundred mechanical devices, such as motors for compressors, pumps and fans, or for opening and closing valves, or checking pressures, or operating flood control equipment and other similar mechanisms. Such a system must be capable of monitoring five hundred temperature points from locations as much as one half a mile distant. The system must also provide means for listening to equipment operation, especially on start-ups of large fans, absorption machines and compressors, etc. The automation would have to include alarm provision for critical equipment controlling laboratory temperatures, culture rooms, low temperature boxes, humidity in rare book libraries and manuscript areas, for security, flood alarms and for fire.

Human engineering for such a plan of operation became an important consideration.
On the basis of the above requirements, a conventional system for centralized control would have necessitated a panel board approximately sixty feet long. To operate such a board would keep a man constantly on his feet. The operator would soon tire from searching for identification of buttons, lights, schematics and all of the other equipment such an arrangement would present. In addition, the amount of wiring needed to bring all this information to its proper destination would have become staggering to the imagination and impractical.

The Solution

The system developed affords the operator ease of operation both physically and mentally. It is called a Selectographic System.

Figure 2

Figure 2 shows an operator at the Selectographic console. From a seated
position, he confronts but one system problem at a time; he neither has to reach nor strain to operate or check out any one of fifty systems.

Simply stated, the Selectographic Console consists of fifty systems-select buttons (per system), ten start-stop buttons, eleven temperature-check buttons, provision for intercom, alarm lights and buzzers, a view screen, a temperature indicator and a pilot-light test switch. Other items such as a clock and plug jacks for systems recorders are also used. From this Selectographic Console one operator can cover all the need for starting and stopping odd hour equipment not controlled from a time clock and check temperatures and pressures for the entire sixty-six buildings. Men are still needed to oil, change filters and do other minor maintenance such as periodically checking all mechanical equipment.

By pressing the desired system-select button, the schematic diagrams for the mechanical equipment involved will show on the view-screen located in front of the operator. Each start-stop function used for pressure check or valve operation or to operate motors is numbered and identified on the schematic diagram. When the system button is pressed and the schematic diagram for the system shows on the view-screen, the ten console start-stop buttons become identified through switching action with the mechanisms indicated on the screen. The numbered start-stop buttons on the console corresponding to those on the screen can now operate the identified equipment. In this manner fifty systems-buttons and ten start-stop buttons can operate up to five hundred different pieces of equipment throughout the area.
The ten temperature-check buttons on the console lettered A through J also have their corresponding letters on the system schematic shown on the view screen. By use of these buttons temperature check for any desired point may be read out on the temperature indicator located on the face of the console to the left of the view-screen. The eleventh button lettered K checks outside air temperature only. All of the functions of the console are accomplished with comparatively few wires.

Figure 3

The hand, Figure 3, is around the main cable serving the entire project. Special relays called multiplexers located in mechanical equipment rooms near the controlled devices make it possible to use a base circuit of thirty-eight wires plus one system wire for each system. By using thirty-eight wires plus fifty system wires, eighty-eight wires prove sufficient for all
of the start-stop and temperature-read-out described above. A sort of reversal of this circuitry makes it possible to use comparatively few alarm wires with the result that all functions are handled on a base circuit of one hundred twelve wires.

After a year of operation, reduction in man-power by reallocation to other assignments or by old age retirement had eliminated six operators for this area. One of the gratifying results of this venture was the effect upon personnel involved. Such a system presented quite a challenge to the operators; they liked their new work assignments better than the previous methods used. They seemed to recognize the university's need for improvement in methods and they cooperated fully; in fact showed a marked desire to expand the system to complete coverage for all areas. The operators have requested and have been given schooling for the purpose of fully understanding the system. Their part in accepting progressive methods has been most heartening in a time when so much adverse publicity has been given to automation.

The South Yard (Area III - Figure 1)

As a consequence of the initial venture in the North Yard and its successful outcome, Harvard decided to proceed with phase II, the centralized automation of the physical plant in the South Yard. This decision was made at the time the ten story Health Center was under construction. This building, located in Harvard's South Yard, is part of a much larger project involving a complex of multi-story buildings which when finished will cover a full city block. It is to be known as the Holyoke Center.
Since the start of this second control center, an apartment complex accommodating four hundred married students has been completed on land fronting the Charles River between Dunster House and the Power Plant. (Refer to map.) This group of buildings consists of three twenty-one story structures and five smaller ones and are all included in phase II.

The South Yard control center is very similar to the North Yard installation. All of the air conditioning systems at the Health Center (existing and future) are, or are to be, operated from this console, which will also operate all odd-hour equipment in the other buildings in the South Yard area and includes monitoring similar to that done in Area I. Greater use of intercom for listening to equipment start-ups in mechanical equipment rooms is utilized on this installation.

Arrangements have been made for recording temperatures. All temperature check points for any selected system may be recorded continuously for record or analysis of operation by use of a twelve point strip chart recorder with plug jacks and switching arrangements provided at both centers.

**Remote Surveillance**

Harvard has several buildings located at a distance not connected by tunnels or trenches as is the case in Areas I, II, III. The Observatory is approximately a mile from the Health Center, South Yard. It houses the astrophysics laboratory, which along with other important research, houses the tracking station for the satellites. The Loeb Drama Theater with its ultra modernistic architecture and up-to-the-minute air conditioning systems is another vital area. These and several other buildings are scanned from the console at the Health Center for proper functioning of the
mechanical plant on a special system devised to operate on lines leased from the local telephone company. Any off-normal conditions immediately alert the console at the Health Center. Provisions for "listening in" on mechanical equipment rooms and communication afford better service by operator personnel to the area than was formerly the case. This system saved its initial cost the first year in reduced operational labor and travel time.

Phase III - "Main Yard" Area II

The success of phases I and II established the fact that operation of the area environment from a central point was a proper approach to the many changes confronting Buildings and Grounds Administration. It could just as well be the proper answer to the operational problems of many other commercial or industrial properties.

The Holyoke Center is just as much a multi-purpose building as would be any modern office structure; it has stores, Health Center for students, garage, special function rooms for faculty meetings, restaurant facilities and administration offices. The married students' apartment complex is comparable in operational problems to that of any four hundred apartment group of high rise buildings.

Phase III basically will cover Area II on the map, known to Harvard men as the "Main Yard". Buildings in this area date back to 1720. George Washington borrowed one from Harvard for barracks for his soldiers. The nationally-known Fogg Museum with its art treasures, the President's House, the Chapel, to mention a few, are here ranging in age and architecture from Early American to the latest mode, such as the controversial Visual Arts Center, designed by the famous French architect LeCorbusier.
Installing a third center for the main yard could have been routine.
In a never-ending search for improvement and acceptance of new ideas, however, the decision was made to use the main yard as the center for all of Harvard University with the exception of the Harvard Medical Center which is located miles away across the river.

The Master Plan (Phase IV)
As a result of the decision to make Weld Hall, in the Main Yard, the center for all operational activities, the control center there will be more sophisticated than the other two area consoles. This third center will have the capability of assuming all functions of both North and South Yard consoles by means of a switching action when desired by the Weld Hall operator.

The new center at Weld will eventually serve the entire 246 buildings which comprise Radcliffe College, the North, South and Main Harvard Yards and across the Charles River, the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration, Buildings and Grounds Headquarters, Printing and Athletic buildings as identified in Figure I.

More human engineering became necessary to make such a system workable. When fifty systems could be checked out in from one to two hours, checking two hundred systems presented the problem of an unacceptable time requirement if handled in the same manner as Phases I and II. To eliminate time and energy in button pushing for check out these functions are now being further automated.
When the master control center is completed in September it will have a capacity for two thousand temperature check points. Planned circuitry will make possible an automatic temperature scan that can take place at the rate of a point per second. Any off-normal points will automatically print out on a tape in blue, the time, the area, the system and the point. Critical alarm scan will print out in red as well as alert the board by alarm horn and red light. By the addition of two switches and four area buttons the console will be kept as simple as possible. There will be two view-screens each having capacity for 100 systems schematics. Other than these changes all consoles will be basically the same at each center.

A control center of such proportions indicated the necessity of providing further means of helping the operator to keep the console functional. Automatic scanning will permit the operator to focus his attention mainly on off-normal problems. He will still have responsibility for odd-hour operational control and have all alarm functions to process. He will have to direct the field force and keep track of their whereabouts and be familiar with fire and security alarms now to be channeled into this center. It becomes his responsibility to know of all systems charges and to record those charges so that the center will remain current and functional at all times.

During near peak load conditions the operator will be responsible for monitoring the total steam demand so as to avoid any increase in demand charges. The steam rates now are based upon a demand load of 235,000 pounds per hour. With the economies that accrue from better control of the use of steam, it is hoped that present peak requirements may be maintained in the face of the very sizeable new building program. Steam
consumption is now metered and the consumption for the entire plant will be read out at the center console. As near peak conditions arise, the master operator will have to decide whether Harvard can hold the line. He will have the ability to shut off building service valves throughout the entire area. It will be his judgment as to what buildings can be taken off the line and for how long.

As stated, the new console at Weld Hall will be essentially the same as the other two control centers. However, a specially designed message center will make it possible for one operator to handle this very busy control area. The message center, familiarly referred to as "the electric notebook", will afford a means of recording minor systems changes and of placing this information where it will become integrated into the daily functioning of the board. Its other purpose is as a daily reminder to take the place of the clip-boards used at the other centers for current instructions of a more or less temporary nature. (See Figure 4, below.)
On each side of the operator a sloping shelf contains a radical innovation, two groups of fifty unique MICRO SWITCH assemblies, a total of two hundred -- one for each system. The MICRO SWITCH assemblies house four lights under a glass cover, each cover two inches square. Under the glass cover two of the lights are white and two are amber. The two white lights become energized whenever the corresponding systems button on the console is activated. Each MICRO SWITCH is teamed with a push button connected to the two amber lights. Under the glass top which is easily removed is located a card on which minor systems changes may be typed. When the white light blinks on, the message is easily read through the glass.

The outer surface of the glass is reserved for grease pencil notes, notes used to remind the operator of the day-to-day schedule changes; that is, changes of a temporary nature. Whenever such a message is written on the glass surface of a switch, the local amber light button is pushed. The amber lights remain on, that is for all switches that have accumulated messages. When the instructions have been fulfilled, the amber light is "pushed out" and the message easily erased from the glass by use of a rough paper towel.

A mock-up of this system and simulated use by the operators received their approval. The message center appears to be a good answer to the problem of relieving the operator from as much detail as possible.

The operators assigned to this center feel confident that with the automatic scanning, print out and message center board that they can control the area environment as easily for two hundred forty odd buildings as they now do for sixty odd.
CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the foregoing explanation has outlined the development by Harvard of a new system for operational management of the area environment. The success of each former phase has given the executive personnel of the University the confidence needed to progress to this next new development.

Factory research, encouraged by the success of centralized control, is even now studying the possible use of computers to further automate the control of area environment. Computers appear to hold the answer to even greater economy of operation of the physical plant. For example, they could be used for evaluation of load requirements, for programming, for costing and for inventory control.

Without the availability of a single district steam system serving the two hundred or more buildings at Harvard the type of centralized control outlined in this article would never have been considered. Once the pattern for practical control of all the operational functions of multi-building complexes has been established, its use will spread rapidly.

With the trend toward centralization of operational control will come a corresponding spread in the demand for District Steam.
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